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Figure 21: the location of sector 2 in the neighbourhood 
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Figure 22: The analysis of existence of the historic pattern in part 2 
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Figure 23: The analysis of historic buildings and elements in part 2  
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Figure 24: The analysis of using use of prevalent historic materials and styles in part 2 
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Figure 25: The analysis of the harmony among the architectural designs of buildings in part 2 
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Figure 27: the analysis of the lost signifcant features in part 2 
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Figure 28: the analysis of significant landmarks in part 2 
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Figure 29: the analysis of significant views in part 2 
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Figure 30: the analysis of pavement condition in part 2 
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Figure 31: the analysis of the condition of building frontages in part 2 
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Figure 32: the anaysis of the shops frontages in part 2 
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Figure 33: the analysis of roadsides greenary in part 2 
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Figure 34: the anaysis of the state of street furniture in part 2 
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Figure 35: the analysis of advertisments boards condition in part 2 
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Figure 36: the analysis of the state of roadside lighting in part 2 
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Figure 37: the analysis of green spaces lighting in part 2 
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Figure 38: the analysis of public arts in part 2 
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Figure 39: the analysis of safety and security in part 2 
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Figure 40: the analysis of public spaces in part 2 
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Figure 41: the analysis of traffic installation in part 2 
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Figure 42: the analysis of green spaces in part 2 
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Figure 43: the analysis of bus routes and stops in part 2 
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Figure 44: the analysis of cars movement in part 2 
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Figure 45: the analysis of cycle routes and movement in part 2 
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Figure 47: the analysis of parking lots in part 2 
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Figure 49: the analysis of disabled services and access in part 2 
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Figure 50: the analysis of pedestrian movement permeability inside the area in part 2 
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Figure 52: the analysis of entry or exit points in part 2
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Figure 53: the analysis of junction legibility in part 2 
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Figure 54: the analysis of edges legibility in part 2
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Figure 55: the analysis of landmarks in part 2 
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Figure 56: the analysis of paths legibility in part 2
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Figure 57: the analysis of the neighbourhood form in part 2
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Figure 58: the analysis of distribution and amounts of land uses in part 2 
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Figure 59: the analysis of housing types in part 2
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Figure 60: the analysis of the buildings height in part 2 
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Graph 11: the results of the interviewees’ responses about shopping facilities 
Table 25: the average rating score of the shopping facilities 
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Graph 22: the results of finding a job in this area
Table 34: the average rating score for finding a job
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Graph 23: the results of establishing a business in this area 
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Graph 28: the results of the lighting conditions of the main junctions and public spaces
Table 40: the average rating for the lighting of the main junctions and public spaces 
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in the area
None of
these
Personal victim of any
of the following crimes
in the past 12 months
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 
8% 
28% 
39% 
20% 
5% 
Strongly
agree
Agree Average Disagree Strongly
disagree
I’m in a place that is 
my home 
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 
7% 
22% 
13% 
48% 
10% 
Strongly
agree
Agree Average Disagree Strongly
disagree
I’m in a place that holds a 
lot of meaning to me 
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 
 
3% 8% 
17% 
54% 
16% 
Strongly
agree
Agree Average Disagree Strongly
disagree
I’m in a place where 
I belong 
2% 
10% 
23% 
52% 
13% 
Strongly
agree
Agree Average Disagree Strongly
disagree
I’m in a place I’d miss if 
I had to leave 
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 
4% 
14% 
32% 
44% 
6% 
Strongly
agree
Agree Average Disagree Strongly
disagree
I’m in a place I am 
proud of 
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 
2% 8% 
26% 
58% 
6% 
Strongly
agree
Agree Average Disagree Strongly
disagree
I’m in a place that’s 
important to me. 
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 
38% 
62% 
To fix up your
current house
To relocate
Which would you
prefer?
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73% 
3% 
24% 
Yes No I don't know
Are there social and
cultural activities that
take place in this
neighbourhood?
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 
 
100% 
religious activities and event
What are these social
activities?
0% 
68% 
32% 
Yes No I don't know
Are there community-
based organizations
and groups that are
concerned about the
neighbourhood and its
people?
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 
41% 39% 
20% 
Yes No I don't know
Do you satisfy with
your neighbour?
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 
26% 31% 21% 24% 
Family with
many kids
Neighbours
who throw
garbage
Family with
drug
addicted
person
Neighbours
do not
maintain
their houses
What are the problems?
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 
3% 
35% 
62% 
0% 
Most of the
people in your
neighbourhood
Many of the
people in your
neighbourhood
A few of the
people in your
neighbourhood
You do not know
people in your
neighbourhood
Would you say that
you know
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 
0% 
15% 
68% 
17% 
Most of the
people in your
neighbourhood
Many of the
people in your
neighbourhood
A few of the
people in your
neighbourhood
You do not trust
people in your
neighbourhood
Would you say that
you trust
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 
 
18% 
47% 
35% 
Yes No I don't know
Would you say this
neighbourhood is a
place where neighbours
look out for each other?
38% 42% 
20% 
Yes No I don't know
In the past 6 months,
have you done a favour
for a neighbour?
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 
35% 40% 
25% 
35% 40% 25%
And, in the past 6
months, have any of
your neighbours done a
favour for you?
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6 Chapter 6: Identity, public realm, 
movement, legibility and land use in 
juibareh  
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Figure 62: the neighbourhood plan connected to the Isfahan bazaar
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6.1.2  
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Figure 66
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Figure 68: shows the combination of a regenerated historic building with a designed green space
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Figure 70: the empty space between two historic buildings which can desiged as a public space or green space with two 
historic monuments 
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Figure 71
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Figure 72: shows the use of historic material and style for renewing these parts of the neighbourhood  
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Figure 73
 
264 
 
 
 
Figure 74: parts 3 an 4 with good harmony of architectural design of the buiding facades
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Figure 75: shows part 2 as an example of lack of harmony in architectural design of the buildings
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Figure 76
 
267 
 
 
 
Figure 77: the parts 38 and 23 with a distinct image 
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Figure 78: shows the exitence of a distinct image in sectors 19 and 25 
 
 
Figure 79: shows the regneratedsectors with a distinct image
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Figure 80: an example of the small empty spaces which can be designed as small green spaces
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Figure 81
 
271 
 
 
 
Figure 82: shows the She Rah Mihigiri junction and the place for collecting water which has been lost 
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Figure 83: shows the new square (Meidan Atigh) which is under construction  
 
 
Figure 84: an opportunity to design a space or locale with water in this empty space to emphasise its lost features
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Figure 85: 
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Figure 86
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Figure 87
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Figure 88: shows the renovated parts with flagstone pavements in good condition 
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Figure 89: shows sector 1 with pavements in really poor shape
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Figure 90
 
280 
 
 
 
 
Figure 91: shows the empty spaces after the demolition of the old houses which provide opportunites  
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Figure 92: shows the good condition of buildings frontages in regenerated districts
 
 
Figure 93: shows the area with buildings frontages in poor or really poor condition
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Figure 94: shows the spread of the ruined areas  in this neighbourhood
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Figure 95
 
 
284 
 
 
 
Figure 96: shows the condition of the shops frontages in the regenerated road
 
 
Figure 97: the poor condition of shops in sector 2  
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Figure 99: shows the main boundary street of  sector 35 with good roadside greenary
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Figure 100: shows the solution to design roadside greenary in  wider parts of the roads 
 
 

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Figure 101
 
290 
 
 
 
Figure 102: shows the public space in part 38 with good designed street furniture 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 The public space with enough and good design quality furniture  
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Figure 103
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Figure 104
 
293 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 105: shows an example of poor lighting design with a jumble of electricty cables  
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Figure 106: the results of the lighting conditions in the public and green spaces 
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Figure 107: shows an example of a green space with reasonable lighting design 
 
 
Figure 108: shows the public space which does not have enough lighting  
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Figure 109
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Figure 110: shows the fountain (public art) in the sector 23 
 
 
Figure 111: shows green spaces and a  public space with a lack of public art 
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Figure 112: the location of empty spaces which can be designed as public or green spaces with beautiful public art
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  
 
Figure 113
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Figure 114
 
301 
 
 
 
Figure 115: shows the public space in sector 38 which has poor design and management 
 
 
Figure 116: shows the new town square which is under construction  
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Figure 117: shows the vacant lots which provide opportunites for designing public spaces on the neighbourhood scale
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Figure 118
 
 
 
 
304 
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Figure 119
 
306 
 
 
 
 
Figure 120: shows the reasonable quality and design of small green spaces in this neighbourhood 
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Figure 121: shows the location of big empty areas which could be converted into green spaces 
 
 
Figure 122: shows small empty spaces between houses which could be made into small green spaces
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Figure 123
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Figure 124
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312 
 
 
 
 
Figure 125: shows the main boundary streets with good circulation of cars 
 
 
Figure 126: shows the two main roads inside the area and the problem with car circulation  
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2-  
 
Figure 127: shows the really narrows roads and those parts of the road which are unusable by car 
 
 
Figure 128: shows the impasses in this area 
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Figure 129: shows the guidelines for the future of the main road and its changing function
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Figure 130
 
317 
 
 
 
Figure 131: shows the main border streets with no desined and marked cycle routes 
 
 
Figure 132: the main roads which are narrow and with no cycle routes  
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Figure 133
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Figure 134: shows the two main roads with no parking spaces at the roadsides 
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Figure 135
 
323 
 
 
 
Figure 136: shows a poorly-designed parking lot
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Figure 137: the empty spaces that are used as parking lots
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Figure 138
 
327 
 
 
 
Figure 139: shows the main streets with good safe sidewalks 
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Figure 140: shows the really narrow roads or stretches of the roads that are only usable by pedestrians
 
 
Figure 141: shows the public spaces with car intrusion 
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Figure 142: shows a busy main road in the neighbourhood with no sidewalks for pedestrian movement 
 
 
Figure 143: the second main road which has been resurfaced but with poorly designed sidewalks
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Figure 144: shows the narrow roads or stretches of the roads that have only space for one car and which are dangerous 
for pedestrians  
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Figure 145
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Figure 146
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Figure 147
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Figure 148
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Figure 149: shows the three legible entry of exit points in the neighbourhood. 
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Figure 150
 
341 
 
 
 
Figure 151: shows the main junction in the neighbourhood which could become an important node 
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Figure 152
 
343 
 
 
 
Figure 153: the legible frontages line in the regenerated areas of the neighbourhood
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Figure 154: the results of the assessment of the landmarks 
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Figure 155: shows the most significant landmarks of this neighbourhood 
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Figure 156: the historic buildings that have been regenerated and act as landmarks 
 
 
 
Figure 157: shows the important buildings that act as landmarks 
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Figure 158: shows the historic buildings in poor condition that could be converted into legible landmarks 
 
 
Figure 159: shows the important buildings with no legible image or character  
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Figure 161: shows the three legible roads that play significant role in this area 
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Figure 162: the results of the neighbourhood form 
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Figure 163
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Figure 164: shows the vacant spaces in this area that could be allocated for neighbourhood facilities 
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Figure 166: shows the empty spaces that can be used for new residential buildings 
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Figure 167
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Table 70: scale of different colours for the average rating scores  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 71: the overall results of the features of the local area 
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 
Table 72: the overall results of the features of accessibility 
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 
Figure 168: the elements to show the range of colours from less to more successful
Figure 169: the elements of the neighbourhood identity and the degree of their success
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 
Figure 170: the elements of the neighbourhood public realm and the degree of their success
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 
Figure 171: the elements of neighbourhood movement and the degree of their success
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 
Figure 172: the elements of the neighbourhood legibility and the degree of their success
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 
Figure 173: the elements of the neighbourhood legibility and the degree of their success
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        پژوهش این مورد در
 شنند    دانشنن  ه در دکت ننها پننهو ه ینن  پننژوهش ایننن
 اخلاقنن  کم تنن  توسنن  پننهو ه ایننن. اسنن  بهیت ن نن  در
 طبننن  بنننه پژوهشننن ه و اسننن  شننن ه ت ی ننن  دانشننن  ه
 بهیت ن نننننننننننن  اخلاقنننننننننننن  کم تنننننننننننن  کنننننننننننن 
 .ده  م  انج م را تحق ق ت
 گهفت  ک ر ب  اسم ب ون ش ه اوری جمع اطلاع ت تم م
 وص ای شود م 
 .رف  خواه  ب ن از متن ب  تب یل از بع  شم  ش ه ضب 
 آوری جمع ه ی داده تح  ل و تجزی  گون  هه
 بن بهاین و ش  خواه  انج م ن شن س  صورت ب  ش ه
مش رک  در . اس  ممکن غ ه کنن گ ن شهک  هوی  پ   هی
 م  ب ش .این مص حب  ک ملا داوط ب ن  
مح   ه ی ت ریخ  اینهوزه  مورد ب  توجه  مهدم بهای 
زن گ  قهار گهفت  و رواب  اجتم ع  ب ن مهدم رو ب  
ک هش اس . در این تحق   م زان پ ی اری اجتم ع  این 
محلات مورد بهرس  قهار م   هد و ب  دنب ل راه حل ه ی  
 اری در زم ن  طهاح  شههی ک  بتوان ب  وس    آنه  ی پ ی
 اجتم ع  بوجود آورد ی  ارتق  داد.  
 
 
 پژوهش اه اف
افننزایش ینن  بوجننود آوردن پ ینن اری  پننژوه ایننن هنن ف
اجتمننن ع  در مح ننن  هننن ی تننن ریخ  شنننههه ی ایهانننن  
مننن  ب شننن  همان ننن ن پ ننن ا کنننهدن راه حنننل هننن ی 
طهاحننن  شنننههی بنننهای ک هبننن  مح ننن  هننن ی تننن ریخ  
 بهای بوجود آوردن پ ی اری اجتم ع .  
 
 داریم؟ همک ری درخواس  » شم «از چها
سن کن مح ن   کن  کسن  عننوان بن  پنژوهش این در شم را
 اینننننن از هننننن ف. کنننننهد خواه ننننن  شنننننهک  اسننننن 
روابنن و مشنن کهت هنن ی اجتمنن ع   کنن  اینسنن  تحق نن 
 :این مح   افزایش ی ب  و کم شود ت  م زان
 امن    
  تع   حس 
 رواب  اجتم ع  و گهوه  مهدم 
 ان ازه گ هی شود. 
مد  پژوهش این در شم  مش رک  چق ر
  ب ش ؟ م  د
 بنننن  شننننم  مصنننن حب  ایننننن در کننننهدن شننننهک  بااااا
پ ی اری  بهدن ب لا ه فش ک  کهد خواه   کم   ای مط هع 
 .اس  ایهان در اجتم ع  در محلات ت ریخ 
 داری  ن  ز ب شتهی اطلاع ت ب  اگه
  ب  هی  تم س م  ب 
  معماری دانشکده شفیلد دانشگاه, دکترا دانشجوی ,حسن خلیفه ای  : محقق
 01710324110  تلفن    
 دانشکده شفیلد دانشگاه فلورین کاساک و خانم پرو چیل دکتر : راهنما استاد
   معماری
ه ف دست  ب  ب  پ ی اری  راه حل ه ی طهاح  بهای ک هب  مح   ه ی ت ریخ  شههه ی ایهان  ب 
 اجتم ع 
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        Appendix 4: observational survey 
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  Appendix 5: the manual analysis of 
the observations data 
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